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About This Game

You’re in the midst of final wedding preparations when your husband-to-be gets caught up in what looks like a murder plot! Is
he guilty of betrayal – or even worse? From Mad Head comes the anticipated second game in the Cadenza series! This game

features an impressive soundtrack designed by a composer/game designer, interactive HOPs, and more.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Has the Black Widow truly been stopped? Only the bonus game will tell!
Get the great jazz soundtrack, screensavers, and concept art

Replay the mini-games as often as you like
Check out the comprehensive Strategy Guide

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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The game looks good but its ♥♥♥♥ing broken. Atleast for me. Everytime i start up a game the camera freaks out rotating and
jumping to every single angle before being firmly planted in the ground. This game needs an immediate patch for
this♥♥♥♥♥♥to be playable. After that then i can recommend this. Not until then tho.. My favorite aspect is the unique
mechanic of limited actions. In between rounds, you only have four (later six) eggbirds to build, upgrade, or gain extra
resources. While you can undo immediate actions, you cannot sell or move towers later.

During a round, your only action is to temporarily power up towers, then wait a few seconds for the recharge. This might sound
limited, but especially in later levels, it keeps you busy with quickly deciding when and on which tower to use your power best.

The maps are very open, giving you many different options to figure out the best set up by replaying a level.

The art style is not for me, personally, but also doesn't turn me off.

Overall, the game is all about strategy and planning ahead, which can make it frustrating at first, but more enjoyable on replays.
As a fan of strategy and tower defense games, I love it.. I like it! Picking the stories, headlines and substance of the articles
while balencing political sides is fun.. It's not the game of the year, it's the game of the decade.

For real though, I love simple little arcade games like this that are perfect for passing the time while queueing for a DotA
match.

Also, a huge shout out to the dev for not being as graphically lazy as (let's face it) most games at this price point are.. 10/10 You
can put a silencer and 8x scope on a rocket launcher.. What a good game! Never feels unfair, good musics, charming enemies
and the visuals keeps, for real, nes graphics in short reins without the mess we generally got on "retro" style. I hate 8-bit graphics
but at least this one does the job right about this.
Only wished a controller configuration menu, an option to quit the game on the title screen and difficult on all stages at the same
level of Stage X.
Cheering for the return of the bad dude in a sequel, even better following snes or MD limitations!. Lots of fun. short game.
Great if you need wave shooter fix and have 10 min to kill.
Gun feedback would be a nice touch.
close your eyes or look at the ceiling during the elevator to avoid motion sickness
whole heartedly recomend this as a first download to get your feet wet and make your palms sweat. Interesting documentary
type experience. Nice visualizations and simple explanations of stuxnet. It included more sliding movement than expected but it
didn't induce any sickness. Would've been interesting to see even more about the deployment and early stages of development.
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Good different kind of entertaining game, i personally am a single player kind of player these days.
I hope the developers if they see this make a campaign of some kind, would be really good.

Still is in early access, but i have played 1 hour (offline) and i enjoyed it.
7.5/10 for now ;). If you are not into the linear loot grinding aspect of gaming, then you will probably not enjoy this game.
I have not played that many hours but at no point did I feel excited about the game, however I do believe that I am not the target
audience.
. just don't do it guys. A simple but fun game to play online. Decisions still matter heavily when deciding the victor however
with the fast action and quickly evolving battlefield nothing tends to be long term planning.. Maximum Override is a one trick
pony that was rushed out to the race on 3 legs, with no tail, and it's head on backwards. This game may have/have had
potentially, but now that it's considered out of early access I'm going to review it:
In short, this game is bad. In long this game is a buggy, uncontrollable mess, with few redeming qualities outside of it's "lol
meme physics" appeal that may entice the one off streamer. None of this is to say it's not fun, it's just that everything this game
does, some other game does better. If you want wacky physics, goat simulator's your game, if you want odd map's and non-
traditional gameplay, go play katamary and thank me later, if you want destruction, redfaction guerilla is superb.

In short, this game is a mediocre title that does some interesting things, but didn't have nearly enough time in development..
okay so i cant use mods everytime I load up some mods and go to the option menu theres no mod menu what do i do, i have the
delux and full version.
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